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Abstract—We present a novel stochastic recognition model
based on Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) that uses a minimal
set of features derived from ultrasound ranging sensors (USR) to
detect presence at the desk area. In our approach, USR sensors
are mounted at desk screens to provide proximity estimations of
objects and users in front of them. Based on continuous proximity
estimations of two screen-attached USRs, features were extracted
that describe distance and motion of the user and objects. Our approach provides instantaneous presence estimation results, which
is essential for energy saving, e.g. when controlling computer
screens. In our evaluation with 16 users during 8 working days,
we achieved a normalized recognition accuracy of more than
90%. Furthermore, we compare the KDE-based approach to
established algorithms, including Nearest Centroid (NC) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). Results indicate that our KDE-based
approach outperforms other algorithms using a combination of
scripted data for training, and real-world recordings for testing.
Finally, we show a timing study indicating that our approach is
feasible to be implemented in a real-world setting.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

One important application of activity recognition in office
buildings is to reduce the energy footprint. It has been shown
that activity-aware buildings can indeed reduce their cost of
operation with regards to lighting, heating and ventilation [1],
[2]. Besides heating systems, many energy-consuming activities in office buildings are related to desk work.
The key challenge in reducing the building energy footprint
is to balance user comfort with energy efficient states at
all times. For example, building lighting could be kept at
∼ 300 lux, but that would be too dark for users not working
with a desk screen, thus impeding their productivity. Consequently, activity information is essential to control building
operations and appliances. With detailed information about
what individual occupant activities in an office building, its
systems can be set to an optimal condition, which will satisfy
comfort and energy saving simultaneously.
Lighting and state-less appliances, e.g. computer screens,
are often operated manually by occupants or controlled based
on limited activity information. For lights and state-less appliances the highest energy-saving potential is available when
users do not need them, and their most energy-saving state is to
be off. According to user activity and actual needs, lights and
state-less appliances could be frequently switched on and off.
However to not interfere with user productivity and comfort,
the detection accuracy has to be near perfect to reduce response
times and give the user a better experience.

During a normal working day, users will approach and
leave their desk areas many times. Users often leave devices
as the desk screen running when leaving, resulting in wasted
energy, even if computer-based screen savers are enabled [1],
[2]. Ultrasound ranging sensors (USR) have been proposed to
automate screen control, i.e. to switch screens on/off according
to user presence [2]. USRs are available at low cost, power
efficient during operation, and provide fast response times.
When using USRs to measure user proximity and control
desk screens accordingly, we observed that switch-on time is
a critical concern for users when approaching a screen: for a
user to qualify a system to be reacting instantaneously it has
to respond within 0.1 seconds of the user’s action. About 1 s
is the time in which users expect a reaction from the system,
although it looses the feeling of direct operation. Finally, 10
seconds is the limit of users to wait for something to happen.
After that, the user will probably attempt to manually override
the system to obtain a response [3], [4], [5].
In energy-saving/comfort-preserving schemes based on activity awareness, the timing of control operations can be
approached in an asymmetric way. For control transitions from
“off” to “on” states, timing constraints are tight, within the
time boundaries mentioned above. In contrast, for the “on”
to “off” control transition, timing can be relaxed, as the user
should not be directly affected by the control operation. It is
essential to maintain timing in this situation too, as the switchoff operation determines energy saving potential.
In previous studies, we observed that USRs have the
potential to provide fast and accurate detection of presence,
in contrast to simple motion detection devices. However, there
are two issues that still prevent USRs to achieve good performance: (1) when sampled at high rate and with near by objects,
multi-path effects appear and produce false readings. (2) User
posture and clothing can deflect or absorb the ultra sound
pulses such that the receiver cannot properly measure distance.
Figure 1 illustrates an example of distance measurement time
series, where outliers show up while the user is present. This
random noise renders simple detection attempts based on a
proximity threshold inaccurate.
In this work we present an approach to improve presence
recognition performance of USRs. We present a set of essential
features and a stochastic pattern modelling approach based on
feature distributions. With this approach we aim at solving the
multi-path effect and the user’s posture and clothing problem.
Finally, we investigate recognition and timing performance of
our method, to evaluate its feasibility in a real-world setting.
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raw proximity estimates suffer from the shortcomings of the
ultrasound sensing principle and the operational characteristics
of the sensor. Our sensor set-up for office desk presence
detection is shown in Figure 2. Since users spend the majority
of their working day in front of their computer, we used the
screen as mounting place for the sensors. By using two sensors,
the coverage was increased to the areas on the sides of the
screen as well as in the front.
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Fig. 1. Example of distance measurement time series while a user is in
front of the sensor, i.e. present. The measurement outliers (null samples) are
related to multi-path effects or absorptions of the sound pulse. Outliers make
it difficult to derive presence information from raw measurements.

II.

R ELATED WORK

We build on our previous work, which identified the
importance of accurate presence detection at the desk area to
control desk screens [2]. The authors proposed the use of USRs
for presence control, as USRs give fast response times while
preserving user privacy. In this present work, we show that
the discrete derivative of the distance measurement signal is a
useful feature to determine presence.
USRs use pulses and echoes to determine the distance of
objects in the field of view. According to Przybyla et al. [6]
the USR technique is impervious to multi-path problems.
However, simple object configurations in combination with
high sampling rates will produce multi-path trajectories, where
the previously emitted pulse can arrive just after the new pulse
has been emitted. This phenomena can result in measurements
that mislead the proximity estimation. As result, ghost objects
are reported. Furthermore, when multiple USRs are placed in
a room the chance of stray waves coming from other USR
sources increases. These stray waves will register as objects,
suddenly appearing at unexpected distances. This effect of
cross talk was noted by [7]. USR sensors were also used to
detect pedestrians in public transportation solutions [8]. The
authors identified the problem of ultrasound wave absorption
by different clothing materials. Other applications include echo
localization for indoor autonomous vehicles [9].
Recently, the directional transmitter receiver approach was
re-implemented in desktop devices. In particular, desk speakers
were used for pulse transmission and cellphones as receivers
to determine location in the room [10]. Nevertheless, it can be
expected that this approach incurs similar noise effects as the
classic sensor design show. Hence the aim of this paper is to
investigate to what extend pattern modelling can be used to
reduce the noise effects and improve detection performance.
III.

M ETHODOLOGY

In principle the USR sensor is an ideal presence detection
mechanism, as the distance measurements can be used to
determine how far away the person is located in the field of
view of the sensor. However, simple methods based on the

The methodology described in this section aims at understanding the characteristics of the USR sensor distance
measurements, when used in the desk area to recognize user
presence. We detail the novel pattern models, the set of features
used, and the KDE classification technique that profits from
these models.
A. Signal characterization and feature extraction
The USR based presence detection suffers form two major
challenges when it comes to accurately detect users. The first
is to determine if the measurement is from the user or a static
object placed at the desk, e.g. the chair; or a smaller object
placed in the field of view of the sensor, e.g. a coffee mug.
Second, the ultrasound wave pulse can be absorbed by the
user clothing or deviated way from the sensor’s receiver. As a
result, the sensor marks the measurement as out of range and
translated to a 0. Figure 1 shows an example of the behaviour
of the distance measurement with the user sitting in front of
the sensors.
To separate static objects from people, we used the observation that users will register higher variation in instantaneous
speeds than static objects, we incorporate this idea into our
model and use the first discrete derivative of the distance
measurement as one of the features.
Subtle movements of the user can cause the sensor to
interleave several 0s to the actual distance measurement. The
fact that these 0 can appear at any moment and in the form
of a sequence of arbitrary length, filter based techniques and
time wise deterministic modelling add averaging factors and
recognition delays that do not describe the behaviour of the
user.
We propose the use of a stochastic model that profits
from the distinct distribution of the distance measurement,
and their corresponding discrete derivatives for presence and
away classes. The per class model can be define as follows:
M (X), is the probability distribution of the random variable
X, and X is defined as the feature vector: X = [dl , d0l , dr , d0r ]
where dl , dr are the distance measurements from the left and
right sensor respectively, and d0l , d0r are the respective discrete
derivatives. Figures 3, 4, 5, 6 show example distributions for
the individual features for classes presence and away on one
of the sensors.
B. Classification technique
There are various approaches to estimate an underlying
probability density function from observed data. Traditional
parametric approaches assume that the observations are drawn
from a probability function, whose general shape is known
from context, and only the parameters that define its particular
characteristic have to be estimated. We assume the underlying
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distribution to be unknown as changes in user behaviour,
clothing and other environmental changes like rearranging the
desktop, would have a strong impact on the prior knowledge
of the data used to estimate the parameters.
In contrast to parametric approaches, non-parametric density estimators such as Kernel Density Estimators (KDEs) do
not require prior knowledge about the data. KDEs circumvent
estimating function parameters and defining the number of
components etc. by treating all N observed data examples
x1 , . . . , xN as single mixture components:
p̂(x) =

N
1 X
K(x1 − x),
N i=1
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with K(·) being a density kernel function that weights the
distances between x and xi . A common density kernel function
is a Gaussian kernel with
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Fig. 3. Density function of class presence with a histogram and the related
KDE values for the distance measurement of the USR sensor.
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Fig. 2. This picture shows a desk configuration with the ultra sound range
sensors mounted to the right and left edges of the monitor as used in our
studies.
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Fig. 4. Density function of class presence with a histogram and the related
KDE values for discrete derivative of the distance measurement of the USR
sensor.

K(x) = (2π)−d/2 · |Σ|−1/2 · exp(−1/2 · xT · Σ−1 · x), (2)
where d represents the data dimensionality and Σ a d × d
covariance matrix. The computational complexity of KDE
increases linear with the number of observations N [11].
KDEs can be used for classification, i.e. to assign an
unseen example to one of J classes. In a maximum likelihood
framework, J class-specific models pj are first estimated from
the data. Based on the observation of the distinct difference
between the distribution of the two classes and their peculiar
shape, a Gaussian KDE was used to derive models from
existing data and profit from the difference in the models to
classify observations.
The user can leave at any moment and the noise generated
by the sensor can be considered as random noise. Thus, it is
safe to assume that the prior probabilities are equal. Hence,
an unknown observation x is assigned to the class associated
with the model that yields the highest production likelihood
pj (x) of all models:
f (x) = arg max pj (x)
j

(3)

In contrast to using only the newest distance measurement for classification, we include previous observations. The

distance measurements from the USR sensors arrive as a
data stream in time, we apply sliding window to process the
samples. By computing the maximum likelihood of the entire
window, we increase the probability of assigning the latest
sample to the correct class.
Let X = xi , . . . , xi+w be an observation window of length
w. Since we assume statistical independence, the likelihood to
observe X given a density model p(·) is
p(X) = p(xn ) · p(xn+1 ) · . . . · p(xn+w ).

IV.

(4)

E VALUATION STUDY

To estimate the performance of the proposed features
and the selected model, two datasets where recorded: (1) a
scripted dataset was recorded to study the characteristics of
the signal and derive the stochastic models. (2) A second
live study was performed to understand the behaviour of the
previously derived model in real world conditions. Finally a
we made a comparison of our proposed approach against other
classifications techniques.
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Fig. 5. Density function of class away with a histogram and the related KDE
values for the distance measurement of the USR sensor.
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Fig. 6. Density function of class away with a histogram and the related KDE
values for discrete derivative of the distance measurement of the USR sensor.

A. Scripted dataset
To construct the initial class distributions we recorded
11 participants in a controlled setting. Each recording had
a duration of 12 minutes. Participants had to perform six
activities with a duration of 2 minutes each. The sensors where
mounted as shown in Figure 2.
The recording consisted of the following activities: (1) read
a document on the screen, (2) play Sudoku on the computer,
(3) play Sudoku on paper in front of the screen, (4) write text
on the computer, (5) read a paper document on desk at the
right side of the screen, (6) write on a paper on the desk at
the left side of the screen.
These six activities represent data for the presence class.
However, recording data to build enough statistics for the away
class was impractical as there are many possible combinations
of static objects that can be used to generate a robust model.
Instead, the model was generated following two observations
made during the recording: (1) a static object has a fixed
position; the discrete derivative is 0 or close to 0. (2) Noise
in the distance measurement; objects in the boundary of the
field of view, and cross interference from other sensors usually
manifest themselves as a single positive distance measurement
surrounded by 0s causing a peak in the discrete derivative.

TABLE I.
N UMBER OF DAYS , TOTAL RECORDING TIME PER
PARTICIPANT AND TOTAL NUMBER OF INSTANCES IN THE GROUND TRUTH
FOR THE LIVE DATA - SET
User

Days

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

8
1
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Total time
[hh:mm:ss]
185:46:52
24:00:00
192:00:01
192:00:01
192:00:02
127:14:32
151:14:32
192:00:02
192:00:02
192:00:02
192:00:01
192:00:03
192:00:02
183:25:13
183:25:12
192:00:02

Presence
[# Instances]
404847
36918
484478
238474
128170
176572
135665
394743
388794
199433
109312
103549
289495
301651
417914
401137

Away
[# Instances]
932778
135882
897925
1143929
1254234
739573
953279
987661
993610
1182972
1273091
1278857
1092910
1018976
902711
981268

To generate the data for the away model, 20 samples
were generated for each distance measurement in the range
of from 50 cm to 120 cm, representing a fixed object. For the
noise peaks, 91 instances were generated ranging in magnitude
from 30 cm to 120 cm. Finally, to enrich the away model with
more complex noise patterns, the data from the none dominant
sensor of the right and left desk activities was used, i.g. the
left sensor for the right desk activity, and the right sensor for
the left desk activity.
B. Live study dataset
To validate our findings we used a previously recorded
live study dataset including 16 participants. The sensors were
installed on the user’s monitors in their normal working
environment. And we allowed the users to move the sensors
to position of the screen that best suited their working habits.
The dataset was initially classified using the distance, the
discrete derivative and the variance for each sensor as features;
and a series of thresholds and logic rules to determine the
presence and away classes. Table I shows the number of days,
and total recorded time for each of the participants.
For ground truth, the users were asked to make manual
annotations when they changed activities. Manually annotating
presence and away showed to be unreliable in our study, due
to the frequent changes in work-related activities. Instead of
relying on the manual annotations only, we implemented a
ground truth generator to create a reference for the complete
dataset. For this purpose, we encoded our understanding of
the distance measurement in a series of rules and created
a reference for the subsequent performance analysis. This
ground truth generator method was compared with 72 hours of
manually revised data and showed a similarity of almost 83%.
We observed that for the away class in the live dataset,
the relationship of static objects, noise instances and errors
was different than that from the scripted data set, i.e. The
sensor produced a 1290 cm distance measurement peak that
corresponded to an error condition. The generator of the away
model was modified to improve performance of all three
classifiers. A set of peaks between 1200 cm and 1300 was
added, and 600 samples of static objects were added, with the
same distance range as the peaks.

C. Model and Features Evaluation
The proposed models and features were evaluated according to four different aspects: (1) how well can they represent
the two target activities: presence, away? (2) How well can
they generalize to unseen data? (3) How does the model
compare against established methods? (4) Timing analysis,
what is the overall reaction time? The timing metric will
determine if the system is feasible for use in the real world.
The scripted dataset was used to understand the properties
of the model and the capacity of the features to describe
discriminating information about the classes. A leave-oneparticipant-out approach was used to evaluate normalized
accuracy of the system.
Subsequently, we used the scripted dataset as training
data, e.g. we use it to build the stochastic models. The live
dataset was used for testing. For comparison, we used Nearest
Centroid Classifier (NC) and Support Vector Machines (SVM),
all trained from the scripted dataset.

Fig. 7.
Classification performance for away class as a function of the
observation window size. The black line represent the average performance,
and the gray lines represent the per user performance.

An RBF kernel was selected for the SVM and a grid search
was carried out to find the best accuracy performance. The
training was done by randomly selecting 100.000 samples from
the training data, and then using a 50/50 split between training
and validation. The hyper parameters for the search where γ =
[1, 0.1, 1e−2, 1e−3, 1e−4] and C = [1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000]
D. Timing Evaluation
The timing evaluation metric is defined as follows: given
a class transition in the ground truth, we measure the distance
in seconds to the nearest corresponding classification event.
The search for the nearest classification event is done in both
temporal directions. However, it does not take into account
other ground truth events that might have happened in between.
Therefore, several ground truth events can be measured against
the same classification event.
R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We observed that the feature vector distributions fitted from
the observations showed differences between classes that could
be leveraged by the KDE method. Figures 7 and 8 show
the normalized accuracy trend per class as a function of the
observation window size on the scripted dataset.
The proposed features and KDE-based detection model
achieved a performance improvement over SVN and NC methods. KDE achieved an average of 91% normalized accuracy
while SVN and NC achieved no more than 75% average
normalized accuracy. Furthermore, the KDE-based approach
shows the best generalisation, as the results were obtained
using fully independent training and testing datasets. Figure 9
shows the averaged normalized accuracy obtained from testing
the KDE, NC and SVN methods on the live dataset.
The proposed method performs well for presence detection.
Although, for the away class SVM seems to be better suited
for the job; with an average normalized accuracy for the away
class of 92.93% against 79.78% obtained by the KDE method.
This difference is due to the challenge of properly generating
or recording the away model that best describes the individual
installation. Some evidence of this phenomena is already seen

Normalized Accuracy

V.

Fig. 8. Classification performance for presence class as a function of the
observation window size. The black line represent the average performance,
and the gray lines represent the per user performance.
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Fig. 9. Box plot of the classification performance for KDE, NC, and SVM
methods. The methods were trained on the scripted dataset and evaluated on
the live dataset. KDE shows the best performance, avg. 91%. NC and SVM
score on average above 70%, indicating that the feature set provides useful
information.

in Figure 7, where the performance range is higher between the
users in the scripted dataset. This explains the large variation
seen in Figure 9 for the KDE classifier.

generalization. The timing analysis indicated suitable response
times to warrant practical feasibility.
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